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Continuous emission versus freeze-out via Hanbury Brown–Twiss
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The effect of the continuous emission hypothesis on the two-pion Bose-Einstein correlation function is
discussed and compared with the corresponding results based on the usual freeze-out. Sizable differences in the
correlation function appear in these different descriptions of the decoupling process. This means that, when
extracting properties of the hot matter formed in high-energy heavy-ion collisions from the data, completely
different conclusions may be reached according to the description of the particle emission process adopted.

PACS number~s!: 25.75.2q, 24.10.Nz, 24.10.Pa, 24.60.Lz
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I. INTRODUCTION

When describing ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collision
with hydrodynamic models, a simple picture has been ex
sively adopted. It is usually considered that, as the therm
ized matter expands, the system gradually cools down
when the temperature reaches a certain freeze-out valueTf ,
it decouples. Every observed quantity is then computed
the hypersurfaceT5Tf . For instance, the momentum distr
bution of the produced hadrons is obtained by using
Cooper-Frye integral@1# extended over this hypersurfac
Though operationally simple, such a zero-thickness free
out hypersurface is clearly a highly idealized concept wh
applied to finite-volume and finite-lifetime systems as tho
formed in high-energy heavy-ion collisions.

More recently, Grassi, Hama, and Kodama@2# proposed
an alternative picture to the particle emission: instead of
ing emitted only when crossing the sharply defined free
out surface, they considered that the process could o
continuously. Being so, in this picture, particles could
emitted from the whole expanding volume of the system
different temperatures, and not only from the surface w
constantT5Tf . As a consequence, in the continuous em
sion model~CEM!, the observed quantities depend on t
whole history of the expanding system and not only on
instant of the freeze-out. Concretely, it has been shown@2,3#
that~i! CEM enhances the large-mT component of the heavy
particle (p,L,J,V, . . . ) mT spectra,~ii ! it gives a concave
shape for the pionmT spectrum even without considerin
transverse expansion of the fluid,~iii ! it can lead to the cor-
rect hyperon production ratios and spectrum shapes
conceptually reasonable choice of parameters@2–4#, and~iv!
it reproduces the observed mass dependence of the s
parameterT @5#.

Naturally, we would like to further explore if the abov
model would present striking differences when compared
the usual sudden freeze-out picture. One expectation w
be that the space-time region from which the particles w
emitted would be quite different in both scenarios. In t
continuous emission picture the duration of the emission p
cesses is expected to be longer than in the freeze-out
nario, which should considerably affect the behavior of
correlation function. Previous studies have indeed sho
that the influence of the emission time@6–9# on the apparen
0556-2813/2000/62~4!/044904~8!/$15.00 62 0449
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transverse source dimensions were remarkably strong. It
also shown in Refs.@8,9# that a prolonged freeze-out woul
considerably distort the two-particle correlation functio
Our main object in the present work is to show the diffe
ences in two-pion correlation predicted by CEM, as co
pared with the results obtained under the usual assumptio
sharp freeze-out. For this purpose, we will adopt the sa
approximations used in Ref.@2#, namely, one-dimensiona
Bjorken model@10# for massless-pion gas. It turns out tha
within these approximations, the Hanbury Brown–Twi
~HBT! effect suffers a large deformation when the usu
freeze-out scenario is replaced by CEM, affecting subst
tially the conclusions achieved on the properties of the m
ter formed in high-energy collisions.

II. CONTINUOUS EMISSION OF PARTICLES

In CEM, it is assumed that, at each space-time pointxm,
each particle has a certain probability of not colliding a
more, due to the finite dimensions and lifetime of the th
malized matter. Then, the distribution functionf (x,p) of the
expanding system has two components, one representin
portion of the fluid already free and another corresponding
the part still interacting, i.e.,

f ~x,p!5 f free~x,p!1 f int~x,p! .

We may write the portion of free particles as a fraction of t
total distribution function, as follows:

f free~x,p!5Pf ~x,p!5
P

12P f int~x,p!. ~1!

Let us assume, as in the previous papers, that the frac
still interacting is represented by a thermal distribution fun
tion

f int~x,p!' f th~x,p!5
g

~2p!3

1

exp@pu~x!/T~x!#61
, ~2!

whereum is the fluid velocity atxm andT is its temperature
at that point. The factorP can be alternatively understood a
the probability that a particle with momentumpm escapes
from xm without further collisions.
©2000 The American Physical Society04-1
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If we assume that the fluid is confined to a cylinder
radiusRT , the fractionP of free particles at each space-tim
point xm may be computed by using the Glauber formula

P5expS 2E
t

tout
n~x8!sv reldt8D , ~3!

where

tout5t1~2r cosf1ART
22r2sin2f!/~v sinu! ~4!

is the time when the particle with velocityvW
5(v sinu cosf, v sinu sinf, v cosu) reaches the surface o
the fluid atr5RT .

If we further consider that, initially, the energy density
approximately constant„i.e., e5(p2/10)T0

4 for all the points
with r<RT and zero forr.RT…, we can calculate the prob
ability P analytically, resulting in

P5~t/tout!
a, a;3

1.202

p2
T0

3tsv rel , ~5!

where v rel'1. The previous results can be found in Re
@2–5#.

III. HBT INTERFEROMETRY

The second-order interferometry of identical particle
also known as the HBT effect@11# is a powerful tool for
probing geometrical sizes of the space-time zone from wh
they were emitted, as well as for testing dynamical corre
tions built in during the system evolution.

In its idealized version, the two-pion interferometry cou
be studied through the so-called two-particle correlat
function

C2~k1 ,k2!5
P2~k1 ,k2!

P1~k1!P1~k2!
511ur~k12k2!u2, ~6!

where P1(ki) and P2(k1 ,k2) are, respectively, the single
particle inclusive distribution and the joint probability fo
detecting two pions;r(k12k2) is the Fourier transform o
the source space-time distribution.

In realistic cases, however, it is mandatory to emp
more general formalisms@6–9,12#, as is the case of the co
variant current ensemble, flexible enough to include pha
space correlations resulting from the underlying dynam
As a consequence, the HBT correlation functions would
flect a model dependent analysis. In the covariant cur
ensemble formalism, the correlation function can be
pressed as@9,12#

C2~k1 ,k2!5C2~q,K !511
uG~q,K !u2

G~k1 ,k1!G~k2 ,k2!
, ~7!

where qm5k1
m2k2

m and Km5 1
2 (k1

m1k2
m) and the complex

amplitudeG(k1 ,k2) can be written as
04490
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G~k1 ,k2!5E d4xd4peiqmxmD~x,p! j 0* ~uf
mk1m! j 0~uf

mk2m!,

~8!

where D(x,p) is the breakup phase-space distributi
@8,9,12# and the currentsj 0(ufki) contain information about
the production dynamics. If one takesk15k2 in Eq. ~8!, one
obtains

G~ki ,ki !5E d4xd4pD~x,p!u j 0~uf
mkim!u2, ~9!

which coincides with the one-particle spectrum.
As discussed in Ref.@12#, the currentsj 0(ufki) in Eqs.

~8!,~9! can be associated to thermal models and written
variantly as j 0(k)}Aumkm exp$2umkm /(2T)%. However, to
make the computation easier, we shall adopt throughout
paper a more convenient parametrization

j 0~uk!5expH 2
umkm

2Tps
J , ~10!

where, in the case of pions, the so-called pseudotempera
Tps was related with the true temperatureT by the equation
@12#

Tps~x!51.42T~x!212.7 MeV . ~11!

This mapping betweenT(x) andTps(x) was later shown to
be a good approximation also in the case of kaon interfero
etry @13#.

A. Bjorken model with sudden freeze-out

In the ideal one dimensional Bjorken picture, using t
above pseudothermal parametrization for the currents,
analytical form for the amplitudes can be derived@12#

G~k1 ,k2!52K dN

dy L H 2

qTRT
J1~qTRT!J K0~j!, ~12!

where

j25F 1

2T
~m1T1m2T!2 i t~m1T2m2T!G2

12 S 1

4T2
1t2D m1T m2T @cosh~Dy!21#, ~13!

Dy5y12y2 and^ & indicates average over particles 1 and
The single-inclusive distribution is then written as

G~ki ,ki !5E
d3N

dki
3

52
dN

dyi
K0S miT

T D . ~14!

B. Bjorken model with continuous emission

The initial expectation concerning the differences b
tween the continuous emission versus the freeze-out
narios were mainly focused on the different emission pe
4-2
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ods. Naturally, in the continuous emission picture the du
tion of the emission processes is longer than in the freeze
scenario, which should considerably affect the behavior
the correlation function.The reason for this comes from p
vious studies which have shown that the influence of
emission time@6–9# on the transverse source dimensio
were remarkably strong.

For treating pion interferometry in the case that intere
us, we consider a different but equivalent form for expre
ing the amplitudes in Eq.~7!. The single-inclusive distribu-
tion is written as in Ref.@2#

G~ki ,ki !5E d4x Dm@ki
m f free#, ~15!

whereDm is the generalized divergence operator, which, d
to the symmetry of the problem, is written in Bjorke
1transverse polar coordinates. In Ref.@2#, it was shown that,
in the usual freeze-out limit, Eq.~15! is reduced to the
Cooper-Frye integral. Being so, it coincides with Eq.~9! in
the limit of zero-width correlation betweenp ~or u) andx, as
in Bjorken model we are using.

Analogously, the two-particle complex amplitude is wr
ten, instead of Eq.~8!, as

G~k1 ,k2!5E d4xeiqx$Dm@k1
m f free#%

1/2$Dm@k2
m f free#%

1/2.

~16!

Again G(k1 ,k2) coincides with the amplitude given by Eq
~8! in the same limit, except for a phase factor associate
the complex currentj 0(u.k), which we have not included
here. However, when parametrizing it by Eq.~10!, this phase
factor is also neglected in the usual freeze-out case.

In order to proceed further, let us recall that usually
are interested in small momentum differencesqm5k1

m2k2
m ,

as compared with theaverage momentum of the pair Km

5 1
2 (k1

m1k2
m). If we then approximateki

m'Km in Eq. ~16!, a
substantial simplification is achieved and it could then
written as

G~q,K ![G~k1 ,k2!5E d4x eiqnxn Dm@Km f free#. ~17!

We should note that such a dependence onKm, replacing the
individual momentak1

m andk2
m in the complex amplitude o

Eq. ~16!, is also present in general derivations based on
Wigner formalism. In particular, in Ref.@9# it was shown
that with the currents written as in Eq.~10!, Eq. ~8! is recov-
ered from a covariant generalization of the Wigner form
ism for minimal packets, with momentum spreadDp
5AmTps. Explicitly, if we insert Eq.~10! for j 0(uf

mkim) into
Eq. ~8!, we automatically get the correspondingG(k1 ,k2)
for the usual freeze-out, withkim replaced byKm .

In principle, the integral in Eq.~17! should be extended
over the whole space-time witht.t0. However, due to the
finite size and lifetime of our system, the integrand is e
pected to quickly vanish where the assumption embodied
Eq. ~2! also breaks down. So, in computing this integral,
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separated the space-time in two regions, one whereP.PF
and the other withP<PF , with some reasonable value o
PF . Upon partial integration, the latter is reduced to t
surface contribution and the former may be estimated
using the Cooper-Frye formula@1# on the surfaceP5PF ,
applied to the interacting component. We emphasize, h
ever, thatP is a momentum-dependent quantity, so this is n
the usual Cooper-Frye integral. After some manipulation,
get for the single-inclusive distribution

G~ki ,ki !5
1

~2p!3~12PF!
E

0

2p

dfE
2`

1`

dh

3H E
0

RT
r dr tF miT cosh~yi2h!

1E
t0

1`

t dtrFkiT cosfJ e2miTcosh(yi2h)/Tps(x).

~18!

Analogously, instead of Eq.~12!, the two-particle com-
plex amplitude is now written as

G~q,K !5
1

~2p!3~12PF!
E

0

2p

dfE
2`

1`

dh

3H E
0

RT
r dr tF MT cosh~Y2h!

3ei [ tF(q0 coshh2qL sinhh)2rqT cos(f2fq)]

1E
t0

1`

tdtrFKT cosf

3ei [ t(q0 coshh2qLsinhh)2rFqT cos(f2fq)]J
3e2MT cosh(Y2h)/Tps(x), ~19!

where MT5AKT
21M2, KW T5 1

2 (kW11kW2)T , M25KmKm

5m22 1
4 qmqm, Y is the rapidity corresponding toKW , f is the

azimuthal angle with respect to the direction ofKW , andfq is
the angle between the directions ofqW andKW .

In Eqs. ~18! and ~19!, tF and rF are the limiting values
corresponding to a certain value of the escape probab
PF , i.e.,

tF5
2r cosf1ART

22r2sin2f

~kT /E!coshy @Asinh2~h2y!1PF
22/a2cosh~h2y!#

~20!

and
4-3
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rF52t
kT

E
coshy cosf@Asinh2~h2y!1PF

22/a

2cosh~h2y!#6H RT
22t2S kT

E D 2

3cosh2 y sin2f @Asinh2~h2y!1PF
22/a

2cosh~h2y!#2J 1/2

. ~21!

For choosing the value ofPF , in principle, we would like
to takePF 51, corresponding to the complete integration
Eqs. ~15! and ~17!. However, we should notice that the e
pressions~18! and ~19! above become indeterminate in th
limit PF →1. As mentioned above, the thermal assumpt
for f int(x,p) breaks down in the same limit. For this reaso
already in Ref.@2#, it was chosenPF50.5 and the effect of
changing this value was discussed. We shall adopt the s
value here.

IV. COMPARISON OF RESULTS

A. Ideal configurations

The complexity of the expressions for the amplitudes
pearing in Eq.~7! in the continuous-emission scenario is e
dent from Eqs.~18! and ~19! above. In order to get som
insight regarding the differences of the correlation functio
in the two scenarios under investigation, let us select so
special kinematical zones, corresponding to an idealized s
ation in which high precision data withunlimited statistics
would be available. For instance, let us fixyi50 (KL5qL
50), so thatu5p/2 with respect to the collision axis. Du
to the symmetry of the problem we can, without any loss
generality, chooseKW along thex axis. We then explore the
behavior of C(qT ,KT) for fixed KT. For restricting even
more our kinematical window, let us consider two cas
Case I~or zone I! corresponds to consideringfp1

52fp2

5fp ~the two pions are symmetrically emitted aroundKW ),
implying thatfq5p/2; in this case, we can write the ind
vidual momenta aski

m5(Amp
2 1KT

21qT
2/4, KT , 6qT/2, 0),

where the6 signs correspond to pion 1 and 2, respective
The momentum differenceqW T5qW S in this situation corre-
sponds to the so-calledsidewardscomponent introduced in
Refs. @6,7#. For comparison, we consider that in the usu
freeze-out scenario, the decoupling occurs atTfo5170 MeV.
The other constant values assumed in the calculation
follows were

T0 t0 ^sv rel& RT mp

~MeV! (fm/c) (fm2) ~fm! ~MeV!
200 1 2 3.7 ('S) 140

Results corresponding to zone I above are shown in
1. As expected, since we are neglecting the transverse ex
sion, the difference between the predictions of the two s
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narios is small. Slightly broader correlation function for th
CEM case, and the decreasing width withKT , was also ex-
pected.

Case II ~or zone II! corresponds to consideringfq50,
ukW1u.ukW2u , with bothkW i along thex axis, i.e.,kW i i KW T i qW T ; in
this case, we can write the individual momenta aski

m

5(Amp
2 1@KT6qT/2#2,KT6qT/2 ,0 ,0), where again the6

signs correspond to pion 1 and 2, respectively. The mom
tum differenceqW T5qW O in this situation corresponds to th
so-calledoutwardscomponent introduced in Refs.@6,7#. Re-
sults corresponding to zone II above are shown in Fig.
This is the case, mentioned in the Introduction, where
duration of the emission process becomes essential@6–9#.
Since the emission time in the usual freeze-out does not
pend crucially on the particle momentum, the correlati
function is almost independent ofKT . On the contrary, the
emission time is strongly momentum dependent in CEM,
large-momentum particles are emitted mainly at early tim

FIG. 1. pp correlation function3qT in kinematical zone I~side
direction!, showing the curves corresponding to the continuo
emission with that corresponding to the sudden freeze-out. This
case is not sensitive toKT in this kinematical zone but a sligh
dependence onKT can be seen for continuous emission.

FIG. 2. pp correlation function3qT in Kinematical zone II
~out direction!, showing the curves corresponding to the continuo
emission with the ones corresponding to the sudden freeze-ou
4-4
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whereas small-momentum particles may be emitted als
later stage of expansion when the fluid is cooler and
system larger. So, we see in Fig. 2 a significantKT depen-
dence, the correlation being narrower for smallerKT . Also,
we can see that both the CEM curves are narrower than
corresponding freeze-out curves, indicating that the emis
time in CEM is longer in general. Looking more carefully
the curves, we can also perceive that the tail ofC(qT ,KT) in
CEM is much flatter than in sharp freeze-out. Probably t
flat tail is due to the small source depth in CEM at ea
times. It is clear that in Bjorken model without transver
expansion, which we used in the present work, the sou
depth is constant and;RT in sharp freeze-out scenario.

Figure 3 represents the same situation as in zone II
with a different freeze-out temperatureTfo5140 MeV, in
order to show the sensitivity of the results for a lowerTfo in
the case of the usual freeze-out. As seen, theTfo dependence
is very weak, as expected.

B. Averaged correlations

Although the selective kinematical zones could teach
interesting points concerning the differences of the beha
of the correlation functions corresponding to both scenar
as shown in Figs. 1–3, such conditions correspond to
idealization. For putting the calculations into more realis
grounds, averages over the angles, momenta, and the u
served projections of the momentum differencesqW should be
performed. Using the azimuthal symmetry of the problem
can still select KW T along the x axis, such that KW
a
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5(KT,0,KL). Then, averaging over different kinematic
zones or windows would correspond to integrating overKW

andqW ~except over the plotting component ofqW ). In order to
make the analysis roughly compatible with the range cove
by NA35 S1A collisions @14#, we considered the kinemati
cal variables in the following intervals:20.5<y<0.5 ~or,
equivalently,2180<KL<180 MeV!; 50<KT<600 MeV;
0<(qL ,qS ,qout)<30 MeV ~corresponding to the first ex
perimental bin!. As an illustration, we show below an ex
ample how to compute the average:

FIG. 3. Study of the sensitivity toTfo in the abrupt freeze-ou
model in the kinematical zone II~out direction!. Together with
previous results shown in Fig. 2, the curve corresponding to a lo
freeze-out temperature,Tfo5140 MeV, is also included.
^C~qL!&511

E
2180

180

dKLE
50

600

dKTE
0

30

dqSE
0

30

dqoC~K,q!uG~K,q!u2

E
2180

180

dKLE
50

600

dKTE
0

30

dqSE
0

30

dqoC~K,q!G~k1 ,k1!G~k2 ,k2!

.
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The results are presented in the following way. First,
done in the preceding subsection, in order to stress the
ferences of results predicted by the two scenarios un
study, we start from the same initial temperatureT05200
MeV for both the usual freeze-out and CEM. The results
shown in Figs. 4–6, respectively, as functions ofqL , qO ,
and qS . One sees in Fig. 4 that, as is well known, theqL

dependence is very sensitive to the freeze-out tempera
Tfo and if the same initial temperature is attained in bo
scenarios, the correlation function corresponding to the c
tinuous emission picture is closer to the one referring to
thermal freeze-out at lowerTfo . However, the shapes are n
the same. The one related to CEM is more peaked at
small-qL values, becoming flatter in the tail region. This is
clear contrast to those corresponding to sharp freeze-out
nario which are more similar to Gaussians. Physically, t
behavior of CEM curve could be interpreted as exhibiting
s
if-
er

e

re

n-
e

he

ce-
s
e

history of the matter in expansion, because particles are e
ted during the whole evolution in CEM. Namely, the tail
^C& depends essentially on early times, when the size of
fluid is small and its temperature high, whereas the p
reflects later times, when the fluid has fully expanded a
cooled down.

We have already seen in the preceding subsection t
when plotted as function ofqO , the correlation function in
CEM is significantly narrower than the one in the sha
freeze-out and has a flatter tail. These features are again
in Fig. 5, where^C&pp with lower freeze-out temperatur
Tfo is closer to the curve for CEM, as in Fig. 4. However,
the same initial temperature is attained in both scenar
very low Tfo is necessary, in this case, in order to appro
mately reproduce the same correlation predicted by CE
We can also notice that the depletion of the correlation fu
tion at smallqO values is more dramatic in CEM. In an
4-5
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case, it is important to emphasize that our source is tot
chaotic in both scenarios and, as is well known@6#, ^C&
,2 at qL50 is originated only from the averaging pro
cesses, since Coulomb final state interactions, as well as
effect of resonances decaying intop ’s @8,9# were not con-
sidered here.

We can again notice in Fig. 6 that, also as function ofqS ,
the depletion of̂ C &pp is more pronounced in CEM as com
pared to the curves corresponding to the sharp freeze
case. As happened in the previous cases, for the same i
temperaturê C&pp with lower Tfo is closer to the curve for
CEM, but the shape is somewhat different.

In the previous figures, we have shown and discussed
differences of CEM correlation function, confronted with th

FIG. 4. ^C &pp3qL averaged overqS and qo , showing the
curve corresponding to the continuous emission hypothesis with
ones corresponding to the usual freeze-out forTfo5170 MeV and
Tfo5140 MeV.

FIG. 5. ^C &pp3qO averaged overqL and qS , showing the
curve corresponding to the continuous emission hypothesis as
pared to the ones corresponding to usual freeze-out atTfo5170
MeV andTfo5140 MeV, but identical initial temperaturesT0.
04490
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tial

he

usual abrupt freeze-out one, when the fluid started from
same initial conditions. Now, when analyzing the experime
tal data, the parameters are usually adjusted by fitting
data points as close as possible, and the conclusions ar
tracted from the adjusted parameters. In the present m
calculations, the only parameter, in addition to the freeze-
temperatureTfo , is the initial temperatureT0. For computing
the results presented in Figs. 7–9, we have fixed the in
temperature for CEM as 200 MeV, and varied the init
temperatureT0 for the usual freeze-out scenario, trying to g
the same~or similar! result. To doing so, we have chosen t
freeze-out temperature asTfo5140 MeV, as often done in
hydrodynamic calculations and following the indications
the previous discussions.

he

m-

FIG. 6. ^C &pp3qS averaged overqL and qO , showing the
curve corresponding to the continuous emission hypothesis as c
pared to the ones corresponding to usual freeze-out atTfo5170
MeV andTfo5140 MeV, but identical initial temperaturesT0.

FIG. 7. ^C &pp3qL averaged overqS and qO , showing the
curve corresponding to the continuous emission hypothesis with
ones corresponding to the usual freeze-out atTfo5140 MeV, but
different initial temperaturesT0.
4-6
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As seen, especially in Fig. 7, the correlation functio
predicted by the two different scenarios were so differen
shape that it was not always possible to obtain sim
curves. For example, in the case ofqL dependence, Fig. 7
^C& for CEM is closer to the curve with higherT0 at small
qL , but at highqL , it turns to be closer to the one with th
lowest value ofT0. As discussed above in connection wi
Fig. 4, the correlation curve in CEM could be interpreted
showing the history of the hot matter in expansion, i.e.,
tail of ^C& reflects essentially the early times, when the s
of the fluid is small and its temperature high, and the pe
the later times, when the fluid has fully expanded and coo
down. In the usual freeze-out picture with a fixedTfo , small
T0 is enough to produce a large tail, whereas a larger exp
sion, so higherT0, is required to produce a narrower^C&.

FIG. 8. ^C&pp3qO , averaged overqL and qS , showing the
curve corresponding to CEM as compared to the ones corresp
ing to the sharp freeze-out atTfo5140 MeV, but different initial
temperaturesT0.

FIG. 9. ^C&pp3qS averaged overqL and qO , showing the
curve corresponding to CEM as compared to the ones corresp
ing to usual freeze-out atTfo5140 MeV, but with different initial
temperatureT0.
04490
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In Fig. 8, where theqO dependence of̂C&pp is shown,
we can again observe a distortion introduced by CEM i
the shape of the correlation function. We see that^C& for
CEM is closer to the curve withT05230 MeV at smallqO ,
but at highqO , it turns to be closer to the one correspondi
to T05260 MeV. However, differently from the previou
case, Fig. 7, the shape of the freeze-out correlation curve
only slightly dependent onT0 and it becomes narrower as th
temperature increases. What is clearlyT0 dependent here is
the intercept at the origin, which reflects the large expans
dependence of̂C&pp3qL as shown in Figs. 4 and 7.

Finally, Fig. 9 shows that in this case it is possible to fi
an appropriateT0 for sharp freeze-out to reproduce the CE
curve. We see that̂C& for CEM is closer to the curve with
T05230 MeV and the agreement is good for most of theqS
region where the interferometric signal is present. This w
expected because in the present study we have neglecte
transverse expansion, so the transverse size is the sam
both the scenarios. The initial temperatureT0 in freeze-out is
higher than the one for CEM, because this is required
make the size of the fluid large enough and the correlatio
the longitudinal direction sharp enough to decrease the in
cept on averaging.

From the above results, mainly from the correlati
curves as function ofqL , we clearly see deviations from th
pure Gaussian behavior in cases where the continuous e
sion ansatz was assumed. This could actually reflect a si
ture of a continuous process in the particle emission.

V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

As mentioned in the Introduction, treating the decoupli
process in heavy-ion collisions as occurring on a shar
defined surface is an operationally simple but highly ide
ized description. If the consideration of a finite thickness
such a decoupling region does not bring any noticeable
ference in the observable quantities, such an approxima
would be unquestionable. However, previous studies@2–5#
have shown that several quantities, such as transverse sp
of produced particles and heavy-particle production rat
are sensitive to more involved description of the proce
called continuous emission model@2#.

In this paper, we concentrated on the two-pion interf
ometry, which has extensively been used as a powerful
for extracting the space-time geometry, as well as prob
the underlying dynamics of the hadronic matter formed
heavy-ion collisions, and studied the differences introduc
by CEM in confront with the usual sudden freeze-out.
shown in Sec. IV, also the HBT effect suffers a large def
mation when the usual freeze-out is replaced by CEM. T
means that conclusions achieved on the properties of
matter formed in high-energy collisions may differ substa
tially if we adopt one or the other scenario studied here.

For the sake of conceptual clarity and, evidently, also
simplify the computation, we have adopted in this work
simplified one-dimensional Bjorken model for massless p
fluid ~the pion mass has been included only to comput
observable quantities!, without phase transition. Neverthe
less, one general result emerges, which seems to be ev

d-

d-
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especially by looking at Figs. 7–9. Namely, if we descri
the same data by using CEM or sharp freeze-out~with Tfo
5140 MeV!, the initial temperatureT0 required in CEM is
lower than in the usual freeze-out. IfTfo is higher, the dif-
ference inT0 becomes even larger, which is clear from Fig
4–6. This result means that if CEM is the correct descript
of the decoupling process, then it is harder to reach
quark-gluon plasma phase than it appears in the usu
adopted sharp freeze-out scenario.

Since we have worked with a simplified model, we d
not attempt to make any comparison with data. For do
this, evidently we have to do some~or all! of the following
improvements. More realistic equation of state~probably in-
cluding phase transition! should be used; finite longitudina
Jr.

s

04490
.
n
e
lly

g

extension of the fluid should be considered; transverse
pansion should be included; resonance formation should
taken into account. All these modifications require some
drodynamic numerical code with CEM incorporated. We a
now working in this direction.
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